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Abstract

The article addresses and provides an introduction to pedagogy in its capacity of science
and a university discipline in the field of education sciences. Nowadays not only teacher
education programmes are embedded in theories and follow transitions of pedagogy.
These have become even more complex, therefore, challenge new discussions in the
evolving importance of human relations and transition towards learning-centred science
of pedagogy to underpin practice of competence-oriented education.

Based on the main historical processes in Latvia and along with informative insight
into the practices of European universities and research, the article traces the traditional
background of pedagogy, the challenging role of philosophy to foster understanding of
pedagogy as a unique, well-structured science with its object of investigation, which is
not being explored by any other science. Alongside the discrete field of education and
constantly evolving research, pedagogy develops its theories, all-level practices and
disciplines within tertiary and doctoral programmes; because of these its changing nature
provides sustainability, cause critique and improvements to an extent which is resilient
to multiple external forces.

The article highlights some current developments of pedagogy as a stable, open-to-
diversity and innovative theory to underpin the process of formal and informal education.
The understanding of pedagogy in its meaning of teacher philosophy-in-use leads to a
discussion of the constant and changing components of the definition. The intellectual
tradition of pedagogy has become a phenomenon and notion to be compared and clarified
in the context of another phenomenon ñ education sciences. The conclusions remind
therefore the benefit of adopting the science of pedagogy being a theory and practice of
formal education.

Keywords: science of pedagogy, object of investigation, practice of pedagogy, educational
studies, education sciences.

The past three decades have been marked by the countryís jumping into an unex-
plored emerging neoliberalism that made stable cultural values meet entirely another
system and face a dilemma of altering and defending values or leaving them to be
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destroyed. The Latvian governmentís will is to remove every sign of the previous system
on the way to market-driven policies and repeat the traditions of the West countries;
ìthe citation rate and similar indicators currently have very high support from Latvian
political decision-makers in education and research, who believe that evaluations based
on these measures could help boost the competitive capacity of Latvian scholars on a
global scaleî (Pipere et al., 2015, 29). This tendency has reduced a part of its constructive
power over education ñ a very sensitive component of the social system, which cannot
survive without an appropriate governmental support. The major non-stop reforms
forced education to introduce quick solutions and European-like innovations; alongside
the progressive lessons learned often elsewhere correct answers have been ill-informed
and surface.

Some crucial and speedy changes focused on democratization, knowledge society
and competencies appear to be too complicated for un-prepared teachers with some
initial vision on how to implement the novel approaches. The characteristic of educational
change sits in its strong dependence on sustainable coherence of the whole political,
social, economic system. T. Townsend in 2010 (pp. 337ñ8) reminded A. Tofflerís (1971)
conclusion on ìthe ëfuture shockí to describe the shattering stress and disorientation
that we induce in individuals by subjecting them to too much change in too short a
timeî. Latviaís ëfuture shockí on its way to European space of education alongside
uncertainty in global processes and implementation of changes draws teachers into
confusion. All this shows signs of a ëpost-factí state of matters when evidence and even
arguments are often overleaped in favour of some individualsí positions with ëlouder
voicesí.

EU guidelines for education developments are often interpreted from different
perspectives, thus escalating into long-standing debates on the basic approach to the
education studies and theories of formal education, which manifests itself in the relation-
ship between science of pedagogy and education sciences. The real but hardly observable
generating mechanisms are guiding human activities alongside actual strategies and
these often are difficult to be represented empirically. Consequently, the analysis of
these mechanisms and interaction between real, actual and empirical is sensitive in
order to explain the results as accurately as possible (Archer, 1995, p. 343). However,
a partial, out-of-context and therefore external ëglobalizationí of the field of education
is either inaccessible or remains normative in combination with the cultural context,
impedes the work of teachers and the purposefulness of the process. In these mobile
situations, a clear theoretical framework is of special importance.

The aim of the article is to highlight the mutual relations between science of pedagogy
and education sciences by providing definition, insight into a comparative exploration,
as well as an outline how Latvia has had to accommodate an alternative perspective of
education sciences.

The dominating method is a theoretical analysis that includes reviewing, analysing
and synthesising literature on the theme ìin an integrated way such that new frameworks
and perspectives on the topic are generatedî (Torraco, 2005, p. 356; Hamilton &
Torraco, 2013). The theoretical approaches are highlighted by using the statements of
the scientists of two groups, those who follow the category of pedagogy and those who
follow that of education sciences to identify overlapping, similarities, differences, and
priorities.
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Insight into Historical Developments of Pedagogy in Latvia

Since the establishment of the University of Latvia in 1919, by following the principle
of establishing a scientific method through research-based studies, pedagogy has been
developed as a science and the university discipline. Pedagogy being grounded in the
cultural context of the nation, European vision on the human holistic development,
therefore, implies sustainable pedagogical assistance to the whole learner: body, feelings,
creativity of mind and spirit in the process of socialization. Scholars, for instance,
A. Dauge remind that the learner since early childhood develops his/her own distinctive
general human and individual features ñ physical, mental and social; it is ìa matter of
head, hand and heartî (1932).

Pedagogical process therefore as a deliberate process of intentional teaching and
learning is ìa process for livingî (Dewey, 1963); based on specific regularities and
theoretical assumptions organised process of education has to mediate the learning and
developing persons with their environment. Knowledge of education and educational
knowledge are complex phenomena that require integrated and updated understanding
of humanities and social sciences, including large components of educational practice
with the growing amount of knowledge. Therefore, pedagogy is interdisciplinary, it
functions as the theory or science and teachersí professional philosophy, academic discipline
and practice, meets the general requirements to achieve educational, developmental
and educative goals in their integrated quality; and these are in compliance with the
integrity of humanís physical, mental and social nature.

The 20th century theory of action in psychology (Leontyev, 1977) added to Deweyís
ëlearning by doingí has become fundamental for the development of pedagogy in Latvia
being:

a) interpreted from pedagogical perspective assumption that a human being
develops all his/her faculties through different kinds of activities (Schukina,
1986);

b) implemented in didactic assumption that spirits and emotions are the centre
of harmonious development (PÁtersons, 1930).

The concept of many-sided and harmonious development contributed to pedagogy,
coupled by understanding that development occurs by changing/improving/empowering
learnerís learning as an essential activity; the latter, therefore, must be pedagogically
designed, organised, and equipped so that the learner is the subject of his/her activity,
development and socialization. Teacherís assistance, cooperation and communication
create an appropriate supportive environment for the learnerís many-sided, harmonious,
autonomous learning and better achievements in his/her development with growing
amount of knowledge; ìpedagogic theory is especially about relationships...î (Dutch
academic, quoted in Petrie et al., 2006, 23). The nature of human development, actually,
does not allow for reducing pedagogy to teaching only. Here we have come to the
object of the science of pedagogy being constant links between learner, teacher, and the
content of activities/learning in often specially organised environments; these links
manifest themselves in relationships. Now pedagogy as science distinguishes between
the object of research to be investigated for better understanding of the practical aim or
overarching educative goal of pedagogy as a process of teaching-learning.

The core understanding of the science of pedagogy in Latvia has developed by
overcoming temporal ëinnovationsí in the cultural context and in the main by recognising
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some constant values of the classical European conception of pedagogy being incorpo-
rated from the following groups of sources:

� Values and pedagogical thought developed through ages being inscribed in
multiple folk songs (268,815 verses, registered as The Cabinet of Dainas, the
UNESCO Memory of the World) constitute strong cultural and moral compo-
nent that manifests itself in common and highly respected human attitudes.

� Long-lasting practices, visions and philosophical views on education demon-
strate sustainability in constant innovations and are revealed in pedagogy
since the first school in the Baltic countries in Riga (1211) and organised
teacher education (1683).

� Research related to pedagogy since the 17th century accentuated the empirical
investigations (Dauge, 1929, 99); the rise of anthropology as a science with
pedagogy sitting within it (Kron, 2001, 27) has formed research at the Univer-
sity of Latvia in 1919 when it became focussed on the holistic essence of
pedagogical process by following the humanistic paradigm with the learnerís
mental development at the core and the empirical approach which followed
the paradigm of the natural sciences; pedagogy develops scientific research
and research-based studies (Hessens, 1929, 124) mainly by reflecting and
investigating practices, creating a scientific method, categorization, and
developing other essential features of a science.

� Thanks to long-lasting orientation of pedagogy towards philosophy and its
search for fundamental background assumptions and theories, academic
components developed to become part of pedagogy in the 19th century
(Depaepe, 2002, 363). Philosophy and history have formed the background
of many educationists (Husen, 1979); their understanding of pedagogy in its
theoretical and practical capacity has developed an academic discipline (in
tertiary and doctoral programmes); pedagogy has stepped beyond just teaching
methods to reach the quality of science of pedagogy now being a teachersí
personal philosophy that manifests itself in their professional behaviours.

Development of pedagogical practice follows that of the science of pedagogy in the
University scholarsí research in cooperation with experienced teachers, who have developed
theory and pedagogical process with its complex character and traditional culture-
oriented education focussed on an individualís overall development as a person (Dauge,
1932). In 1940, the first doctoral theses in pedagogy were defended; in 1944 ñ the
Chair of Pedagogy was established. Currently four universities run doctoral programmes
in pedagogy and three universities have councils for promotion in the science of pedagogy.

Holistic nature of the science of pedagogy, its clear fundamentally grounded and
well-structured theories provide sustainability remaining in constant changes ñ the only
well-structured theory is operational in the field of education. This phenomenon in
formal and non-formal education became a focus of discussion in the 1950s, and the
contribution of pedagogy to human development shifted to that of a mindful agent of
development in the 1990s (F‰gerlind & Saha, 1989). Learning and teaching as the
central actions/activities in pedagogy foster the learnerís, as well as teacherís development
by using the subject matter as a pedagogical tool, while teaching and learning being
implemented in cooperation and communication open new possibilities for value and
attitudinal exchange as an educative goal. Teachers, or even parents, can hardly influence
the learnersí views, values, and ideals in a direct way; rather the values coming from the
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external sphere can be facilitated and fostered through the learnerís actions and communi-
cation and by targeted and meaningful development of the learnersí self-conducted
action. This conception underpins the learnerís position of a subject of his/her activities
and teacher assistantís role that manifests itself in a transition from learner-centeredness
to learnerís learning-centeredness. The latter emphasises learnerís action/activity/learning
being an object of teachersí developmental assistance, which if coupled with respecting
learnerís individual qualities enables his/her meaningful learning-by-doing (intellectual
of physical).

Currently a complex understanding of pedagogy is not limited by European boarders.
The Gordonís Commission in the USA affirms an integrative understanding: ì...pedagogy...
the central mechanism operative in education... is interactively and transformatively
inclusive of assessment, teaching, and learningî (The Gordon Commission, 2012, 1).
Distinguishing between the science of pedagogy and the practice of pedagogy avoids
reducing pedagogy to methods of teaching, leads to integrity and educative value of
deliberate education in both aspects ñ as a process and as learnerís achievements; this
also strengthens the background for pedagogy as a university discipline. Lost integrity
functions as an obstacle for achieving competencies; these are complex in their nature.
Competence-oriented education in organised (formal or non-formal) processes does
need clear, stable and strong theoretical background that is provided by the science of
pedagogy. The latter in Latvia has developed all basic components to function in a
capacity of a science and university discipline, it has attributes which need not be
borrowed from other sciences (Gudjons, 1995, 33ñ35). Research is also being successfully
developed for this specific area (Pipere et al., 2015).

Understanding Science of Pedagogy

The development of the science of pedagogy as a European intellectual tradition
has been long and saturated; it has been interrupted by entering of the notion of education
sciences being a tradition of the Anglophone countries; this reminds that societies live in
transmission and education ñ in constant transformation. Political changes in the early
1990s triggered discussions over the paradigms of education, the essence of pedagogy
and education sciences. It is worth reminding that discussions usually aim at more
relevant definitions of the phenomena being discussed. By that time pedagogy had already
been defined to a certain extent, by accentuating its practical component while education
sciences are still waiting to be appropriately defined. Several research projects had been
supported by the Latvian Council of Sciences and publications released, among them
also in the issues by the Academy of Sciences. Here are some of these: pedagogical
regularities (fiogla, 1995, 8ñ10), considerations on the definition and object of
pedagogical science (»ehlova & –pona, 2000, 96ñ98; fiogla, 2000, 20ñ25); research
and sub-branches of pedagogy (KopeloviËa & fiukovs, 2001, 17ñ19); the definition
and state of matters reported at the Department of Humanities and Social Sciences of
the Latvian Academy of Sciences (fiogla, October, 2005). A challenging participation
in a project on educational studies (2014ñ2017) conducted by Oxford and London
Universities (see: Whitty & Furlong (Eds.), 2017) raised the intellectual tradition of
Latvia to a world-class discussion on the essence of pedagogy in its three capacities:
science, practice and discipline.
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Over the past decades, attention to pedagogy has been noticeable, and this is evidence
of its growing importance and a need to understand the well-structured theory operating
in the discrete field of education. Different visions meet by ìapproaching the notion of
pedagogy from very different perspectives and conceptual standingsî (Waring & Evans,
2015, 26ñ27): the science, craft and art (Pollard, 2010, 5); ìthe science of teachingî
(Watkins & Mortimore, 1999), ìdynamic process, informed by theoriesî (Leach &
Moon, 2008, 6), ìmultiple interactions which we call instructional dynamics ñ a defining
feature of educationî (Ball & Forzani, 2007, 529ñ540).

Recently a wider understanding of pedagogy appears in the Anglophone countries,
and this inspires, as well as helps describe the understanding, in which neither teaching
nor learning alone cover the term pedagogy, especially the science of pedagogy with its
vast and complicated field of investigation. There is a promising comment that ìin
terms of its European traditions pedagogy entails more than just teachingî, it ... ìinvolves
two aspects of learning. The first is associated with what and how students are learning;
the second is about the teacher as a learner. Thinking about pedagogy in this way helps
to highlight teaching as an educative process for both partners in their relationship
rather than a set of technical skillsî (Loughran, 2010, 36ñ37). The Thomas Coram
Research Unit of London University investigates pedagogy and argues that children
and young people are being seen as persons in their own right, rather than as ëproblemsí
to be managed (Petrie et al., 2009, 3ñ4).

Pedagogy as practice appears when two people with entirely different actions, these
of learning and teaching are involved by the program/curriculum; pedagogy as science
and its theoretical framework are needed to create a coherent process that is adjusted to
the learnersí needs. Teachers and learners follow different aims and motives, use different
background knowledge and tools, and still their attempts have to be met. This ëjoint
ventureí allows for transitions from a normative to a learner learning-centred process
with the learnersí meaningful participation in creating, conducting and evaluating the
process where the learner has to achieve; that is leading to learnersí autonomy in learning
and development, as well as to teachersí, learnersí, parentsí and other stakeholdersí
overcoming the growing complexity and transferring their way of thinking. Only specialists
identify that real accomplishments of a pedagogical professional philosophy towards
humanistic process, as well as objectives and tools chosen by teachers and adopted by
learners appear when the formal inclusion of the both grows into a meaningful engagement.

Learnersí engagement in classroom and school, university or kindergarten settings
with organised cooperation and communication happens when teacherís assistance
actualises the learnersí need for significant activities to accomplish assignments or chosen
activities, when academic goals obtain meaning for learners and they achieve new or
improve their personal qualities; here sits the object of the science of pedagogy to create
adequate mutual relations that initiate a transition in teacher and learner understanding
from rather generalised outcome-oriented process to learner achievement-oriented
pedagogy.

In the Latvian traditions, the practice of pedagogy creates and the science of pedagogy
investigates inner dynamic links between teacher, learner and the content in social,
deliberately organised integrative settings where teacherís and learnerís activities and
communication are mutually dependent, their orchestrated actions and communication
lead to the learnerís autonomy. Teacherís and learnerís reflection and self-evaluation
add to the achievements of the both, as well as to the educative value of the process.
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Research, therefore, attempts to detect pedagogical regularities in diverse settings
and confront the criteria that confirm the constants, find not only a synthesis between
pedagogy and the ever-changing disciplines that relate to it, but also to transform or
translate the theoretical assumptions of these disciplines into pedagogical notions when
two responsible people, the teacher and learner, analyse, co-construct the pedagogical
process and co-operate on a basis of solidarity (Klafki, 1990, 95).

Debates and disagreements over the form, content, and control of educational
knowledge are central to understanding the discipline (Furlong, 2013); the new teacher
education ìrests on a multidisciplinary theoretical frameworkÖî (Cochran-Smith, 2005,
3); it exists in transitions and therefore needs a key juncture. All this knowledge and
understanding, pedagogical professional thinking and the ability to operate professionally
should be learned by teacher students; the essence of a quality university discipline
exists in a research-based transition from acquiring the profession to a self-directed
creating of professional competencies.

J. J. Piagetís and L. Vygotskyís theories have been well-known since the 1930s and
used to underpin the investigations towards understanding the practice and science of
pedagogy. The theory of the ëzone of proximal developmentí was especially productive
for pedagogy as a teacherís philosophy-in-use: learning always precedes development
and ëpulls alongí the learnerís experience (Vygotsky, 1978). This concept highlights
where the learnerís autonomous learning slows down due to his/her limited possibilities
and how assistance can speed it up, empowering further learning by addressing his/her
experience, preserving its developmental and motivating value, and by doing so creating
the dynamic links within a pedagogical process. These links are needed for personalization
of the process and self-regulation that leads to learnerís holistic development.

Teachers usually in classrooms and pedagogues in other social settings provide
pedagogical provision by following the same pedagogical regularities; therefore, the
science of pedagogy that underpins the practices of pedagogy should be considered
common for teachers, pedagogues and other professionals in the sphere of organised
education. Therefore, pedagogy as a university discipline can be found in programmes,
for instance, of nurses and doctors. Practice of pedagogy is sensitive towards diversity
and commonalities in human development; therefore, common theoretical assumptions
and practical strategies are adjusted to the current needs of the learners, peculiarities of
the situation and new possibilities, like those of IT, commonalities become individually
different and manifest themselves in learnerís activities. Therefore, four sub-systems of
digitally mediated action (Blayone, 2018) are considered relevant:

a) relating to building and maintaining human-machine pairings ñ meta-func-
tional, technical and operational;

b) mediating cultural expression addresses internalization and externalization
largely determined by rules and values of participating communities;

c) automatization of actions by reducing them to formal procedures (algorithms)
run by a machine;

d) the most complex sub-system addresses digitally-mediated collaboration.
This novelty needs to be pedagogically equipped in its three capacities ñ theory,

practice, university discipline by undergoing further transition from individualization
of organised pedagogical processes to personalized ones.

Meanwhile, discrete notion of education sciences occupies a large area of human
activities; and only pedagogy and educational management are developed in the capacity
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of science. Besides, the science of pedagogy (theory and practice of formal education)
cannot be fully identified with the education sciences, since it can only be one of these;
the term of education sciences is too often used in limited aspects and outside scientific
contexts. For instance, the governmentís regulations mix up these two categories within
one and the same document (Saeima, 1999, 2012). The government also points to the
growing dominance of PISA as a powerful tool:

a) to initiate and justify the educational developments by comparing figures
related to education;

b) to use its technical capacity for the national indicators for benchmarking and
initiating further educational changes. PISA and OECD projects are conducted
in Latvia under the title of Education Sciences; these investigations are highly
informative and seldom produce theories, at least by projects conducted in
this country.

If compared to other fields of human activities, methods or strategies of pedagogy
cannot be precisely repeated even in similar situations. This leads to the opinion that
pedagogy is an art. In these cases understanding of theories and constant regularities
are helpful. Multiple meanings and nuances of situation-dependent pedagogical actions,
being based on complex knowledge, ceases when these no longer make sense to the
learner and why interaction between learners and between learners and teachers stops
(Hˆrster, 1998, 35ñ36). Teacherís action consists of the mediation between the proper
configuration of subject content and the structured learning activities which the teacher
has designed for the learners (Jank & Meyer, 1994, 81) leaving space for the learnersí
self-evaluation and autonomous choice.

To conclude on the core features of pedagogy, D. Bellís assumption seems to be
very relevant: Typically, transformational pedagogy is seen to include the following
features: action-oriented; inquiry-based and systems-based learning; integrated, holistic
approaches; creative use of technology (2016, 52).

The following definitions reflect an understanding of science and practice of
pedagogy and are suggested for discussion:

Pedagogy is an integrated humanistic and social science which investigates
regularities of combined and unique, focused on the content of learning inter-
actions, communication and mutual relations that occur in this process and
constitute a specific research object.

Pedagogical practice is mainly represented by organized pedagogical processes
which are created on the background of pedagogical theories and specifically
aim at achieving an educative goal (audzin‚ana). Realisation of this deliberate
goal occurs through internal, dynamic connections activated by targeted,
organised, goal-oriented educational processes, which transform mankindís
intellectual and cultural values into the meaningful educational, developmental
and educative content to facilitate the acquisition of these values by participants
of the process and to foster their personal development and self-actualisation
(first published in fiogla, 2017).

Science of pedagogy constitutes teacherís philosophy-in-use (Hessens, 1929) and
manifests itself in practice of pedagogy. Teachers like any other professionals have to
cover their university discipline, and that is science and practice of pedagogy ñ the
theoretical background for teachersí pedagogical thinking and creating their professional
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competence. The core functions of the university discipline usually represented by a
cluster of study subjects are as follows:

a) to provide students with possibilities of creating teacherís strategic knowldge;
understanding of the essence and development of humans lead to pedagogical
regularities for appropriate integrating teaching, learning and the subject-
matter/content and initiating a congruent pedagogical process towards the
learnersí engagement in the highest quality of learning together;

b) to develop studentsí ability of selecting appropriate pedagogical tools adopted
by learners; these address and challenge the learnersí diverse and developing
needs in changing situations, growing amount of knowledge and possibilities
provided by the digital environment;

c) to facilitate teacherís professional integrity and identity that manifest them-
selves in building relationships on the foundation of communication and
collaboration with the learners by treating them as a whole developing person.

Education Sciences and Pedagogy Compared

The term of education sciences continues occupying the space of education, especially
when new documents are being prepared. Actually, these make a variable group of
related to education sciences, as well as selected parts of sciences transformed or otherwise
modified for the learnersí needs (for inst., anatomy is of special interest of sports coaches,
history of music ñ for singers etc.). The group is changeable, and education sciences can
be classified according to their relations to the process of obtaining education:

1. Pedagogy ñ theory and practice of formal and non-formal (organised) educa-
tion. It has developed general pedagogy and its sub-branches with two common
essential features: (a) the object of investigation is dynamic links between the
learners, teachers and the subject-matter with teacher-learner mutual relations
in the centre; (b) the data are analysed according to pedagogical criteria,
which are denoted by the dynamic links. Science and practice of pedagogy
exist and develop by elaborating its theory, methodology, profession and
tertiary programmes, rigorous scientific method of investigations, international
cooperation of professionals and research, professional working area, history,
tertiary educational institutions to obtain professions, discipline of universities
and colleges.

2. Essential parts of pedagogy, especially in Anglophone countries are considered
Education Sciences ñ lesson planning, lesson design, strategies/methods of
teaching, evaluation etc. These items can be investigated and appropriate
object of research defined, but they will have lost their value if not related to
the pedagogical process as a whole: target, learnersí and teachersí activities,
mutual relations, priority of self-evaluation and achievements ñ all what the
science of pedagogy deals with as philosophy-in-use, as well as investigates
the educational process as a system.

3. Pedagogical disciplines related to the pedagogical process, contextualized or
integrated in the science and practice of pedagogy constitute the core part of
teacher educational programmes, including those that aim at working with
learners with different special needs and specialised goals.
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4. Education sciences consider and incorporate many other sciences, which in a
way are related to some important areas of education, for instance, educational
psychology, education policy, educational philosophy etc. Actually, these
branches of sciences investigate their specific object located in the area of
education and analyse data according to their specific criteria. These can only
inform pedagogy and the field of education about some of its contexts, but
will never solve specific for pedagogy problems or those of the process of
obtaining education, therefore, will never function instead of pedagogy be it
a science, practice or academic discipline.

5. Targeted branches of sciences or technique which are acquired by the learners
in an organised process by using specific methods of teaching-learning belong
to the subject didactics (by non-professionals often hastily considered as an
old-fashioned notion). Any branch of sciences ñ be it literature, biology or
any other ñ whether offered to learners authentic or transformed into a subject
matter for their acquisition (transformed according to stable and developing
didactic principles into the content to be learned) become a pedagogical/didactic
reality and category and add to the learning content. Thus, other sciences and
practices designed as a formal setting for the learnersí knowledge creation,
development of skills and attitudes can be called education sciences. In reality,
these sciences being transformed to learning/study content are thus turned
into a pedagogic category of content and become a component of a pedago-
gical/didactic process.

6. Context sciences are also transformed and integrated into the aims, content,
methods/strategies, evaluation and therefore belong to the process of teaching-
learning or practice of pedagogy (for instance, history, economy, literature
etc.). Their functions within the programme are denoted by their relations to
the target academic education or degree and/or qualification being obtained
by students. Curricula or programmes are comprised of many branches of
sciences and technique to be acquired, they belong to the content and cannot
be called education sciences; these simply cannot be in this capacity without
pedagogical modifications.

Instead of Conclusion: Why Adopting Pedagogy

Pedagogy ñ science, practice and discipline ñ has been developed as a holistic,
personalised system to assist learners or work with children, young and even elderly
people (also called Andragogy) in formal and non-formal educational settings in the
majority of European countries ñ Germany, Austria, Poland, Greece, Scandinavian
countries etc. A pedagogueís ability of generalising and adjusting interventions is popular
also for enterprises: the science of pedagogy provides an overarching system that could
bring greater coherence to educational services. It provides a framework for discussing
and adopting aims, activities and evaluation of achievements for learners at any age as
it deals with general constant regularities of a pedagogical process.

Qualifications and degrees in pedagogy are popular due to its clear structure and
system of theories being in non-stop research-based development; the graduates report
their acceptance of pedagogy in European countries in different spheres where relations
among people dominate as a value for their pedagogical skills that make them well-
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equipped, flexible and stable workforce across a wide range of services, as well as
governmental and non-governmental institutions (mentors for novices or refugees, nurses,
trainers, couches etc.). Pedagogy has the potential for an inclusive, integrating and
engaging approach due to its core functions and clear internal system of notions, which
allows for coherent mutually related actions of teaching and learning based on communi-
cation, cooperation and mutual relations. Inner constant regularities of a pedagogical
process provide congruency that is among the basic critera for research, action-based
and process-orientated educational provision; the background theories of humanities
allow for value exchange.
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